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CONTROL OF TRANSIENT VOLTAGES 
IN SWITCHING HIGH VOLTAGE 
WYE-GROUNDED CAPACITOR BANKS 
By 
Albert William Coffman 
ABSTRACT 
Large high voltage capacitor banks are finding 
increasingly wide application on electrical transmission systems 
for control of substation voltages and supply of reactive power 
thus reducing the reactive load on generation facilities. Along 
with these capacitor installations have come numerous switching 
transient problems. These transients are generated in several 
different ways and produce a multitude of problems at power sub- 
stations . 
Transient voltages and currents are produced both in 
energizing and de-energizing capacitor banks. These transients 
are frequently aggravated by prestriking and restriking in the 
switching device and by the need to switch parallel capacitor 
banks in a back-to-back configuration. 
This thesis shows how the approximate transient current 
and voltage magnitudes and frequencies are determined under various 
conditions. Of particular interest is a method by which the 
inductance between the back-to-back capacitor banks can be 
approximated from a rectangular model of the circuit. The means 
by which transient voltages and currents are conductively, induc- 
tively and capacitively coupled with substation equipment are 
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discussed, and methods for calculating their magnitudes are 
developed. These means of coupling include instrument transformer 
circuits, inductive and capacitive coupling, inadequate grounding 
circuits, and direct connection with power system apparatus. The 
resulting abnormal voltages can cause incorrect operations of 
control equipment, as well as create serious hazards for equip- 
ment and personnel. These problems have become more acute with 
the increasing use of sensitive digital equipment in substations. 
The implications of these effects are discussed in detail as they 
pertain to system security and reliability, equipment maintenance, 
and safety. 
In considering remedial measures, the thesis examines 
three basic approaches to the problem. The first approach is to 
reduce the generated transients. This involves a modification of 
the power circuit such as pre-insertion resistors, series inductors, 
etc., or revision of switching procedures to achieve more favorable 
circuit parameters during capacitor switching. The second approach 
is to minimize coupling of transients into other substation equip- 
ment and circuits through improved shielding, improved grounding, 
modified physical circuit configurations, etc. The third approach 
is to mitigate the effects of the transients by protecting sensitive 
circuit elements with any of a number of available surge protection 
devices. 
Techniques for decoupling transient voltages and currents 
from substation equipment are shown to be most desirable in the 
majority of cases because they are highly effective and relatively 
economical. Transient reduction techniques applied to the power 
circuit are generally not effective against all mechanisms of 
capacitive transient generation and are generally expensive. 
Techniques for individual protection of sensitive equipment are 
most satisfactory for use as backup protection for decoupling 
techniques and for use in cases where the problem can be isolated 
to a limited number of circuits.  In most cases some combination 
of techniques is required and the information presented should 
enable the engineer to make the optimum selection. 
INTRODUCTION 
A power substation consists of power transformers, power 
capacitors, switchgear, lightning arresters, instrument trans- 
formers and interconnecting bus work, along with associated 
structures and low voltage power and control circuits. These 
components comprise a highly complex interconnected network of 
resistances, self and mutual inductances, and capacitances. At 
any given moment substantial amounts of energy are stored in the 
electric and magnetic fields associated with these components. 
Any sudden change in the energy distribution in the circuit, 
such as switching a capacitor bank, will give rise to a disturb- 
ance which will be propogated rapidly in varying magnitudes 
through all parts of the network. While the complete and exact 
response of the network is almost impossible to determine, the 
components and their response, which is of value to the substation 
designer, can be determined to a reasonable degree of accuracy 
using a few simplifying approximations. These calculations will 
be discussed in later chapters. 
A common source of high energy transients is the 
energizing, de-energizing, or short circuiting of a capacitor 
bank, which generally gives rise to a high frequency, high cur- 
rent oscillatory transient as the voltage on the capacitor 
rapidly adjusts to a new voltage level. The abnormal voltages 
and currents which accompany the switching of the capacitor bank 
can cause a variety of problems for circuit components which are 
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not designed to withstand them.  It is, therefore, important to 
determine first, the magnitude of transients expected; second, 
the paths by which the switching transients can enter circuits 
and equipment where they can cause damage and the magnitudes of 
transients which enter through these paths; third, the effects 
on system components of the transients which enter through these 
paths; and fourth, the effect of various corrective measures in 
reducing or eliminating the abnormal voltages. When all of these 
factors have been quantified, the substation engineer can then 
make a rational decision as to what measures need to be taken 
to protect equipment in the substation. 
This paper will develop means for calculating the 
approximate surge magnitude under any given set of conditions 
including methods for determining the approximate circuit para- 
meters involved. The possible methods of coupling of transients 
in the structures and low voltage circuits are then outlined, and 
methods are given for calculating the approximate effect of each 
mode of coupling. These calculations are by nature inexact, 
since the precise circuit parameters are nearly impossible to 
determine. However, it is shown that approximate values are 
quite sufficient in most cases, since the question to be asked 
in a particular circumstance is, "Will this particular condition 
cause a problem?" If the calculations indicate a possible prob- 
lem, it is then wise to take steps to avoid the problem. A 
complete discussion follows on the effects of surges on various 
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types of devices and the effects of various surge protection 
measures in reducing or eliminating surges along with their 
approximate costs. At the end of the paper, a case history is 
included to show how this process was applied to an actual 
substation and the problems associated with capacitor switching 
eliminated.  In conclusion, it is shown that surges from 
capacitor switching are fairly easy to eliminate in most cases, 
and the procedures required are fairly inexpensive.  It can be 
seen in most cases that it is cheaper to protect against the 
surge than to eliminate it from circuits entirely. 
CHAPTER 1 
GENERATION OF TRANSIENTS 
BY THE SWITCHING OF CAPACITOR BANKS 
In order to supply the reactive requirements in a large 
utility system , large banks of wye-grounded shunt capacitor banks 
are installed on high voltage busses at substations. At present, 
these banks range in size up to 30 MVAR at a voltage of 69 KV. 
These magnitudes are typical in today's utility practices. Cap- 
acitor banks have the capability of storing large quantities of 
energy during each half cycle of the alternating current. For 
example, a 15 MVAR capacitor bank connected to a 69 KV bus will 
store 14.5 kilojoules of electrical energy per phase at peak 
voltage. During switching operations, the rapid flow of these 
large blocks of energy in and out of capacitor banks gives rise 
to high current and high voltage switching transients. The 
problem is compounded by decreasing source impedances at the 
busses throughout the system, and the increasingly common prac- 
tice of installing two or more capacitor banks at one location. 
In order to analyze and understand the means by which these 
switching transients cause a variety of problems for the sub- 
station design engineer, it is first necessary to determine the 
exact behavior and magnitude of the transient. The first step 
in this procedure is to determine the appropriate circuit constants 
after which the analysis of the response is relatively straight- 
forward . 
i. Pennsylvania Power § Light Company, Allentown, Pennsylvania. 
Determination of Parameters 
The capacitance of each phase of a capacitor bank can be 
readily determined from the rating of the bank by the following 
formula: 
n     WAR x 10 .        -       - ri   i-\ C = s    microfarads 0--1) 
377 KV 
where: 
MVAR = rated 3-phase reactive power of the bank, vars x 10~ . 
-3 KV  = rated line-to-line voltage of the bank, volts x 10 
In order to get the exact value using this formula, the 
manufacturer's voltage rating of the capacitor banks must be used 
since this frequently differs somewhat from the nominal bus voltage. 
The single phase inductance of the bus to the source may 
be determined directly from the single phase bus fault duty in 
MVA by the following formula: 
T  KV
2
 x 103 „  . r.  «. L
 
=
 -*nn xXTT   Henries (1-2) 377 x MVA v  J 
Where: 
-3 KV «= line-to-line voltage of the bus, volts x 10 . 
MVA = magnitude of a single phase bus fault, volt-amperes x 10" . 
If the bus fault duty was originally calculated using 
the complete line impedances, including resistance, then the value 
of L obtained from this formula will be slightly high. This 
occurs because the inclusion of resistance in the fault calcula- 
tion gives a lower magnitude of fault current than would be 
calculated using inductance alone. However, the actual value of 
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inductance should be at least 85% of this result. 
The single phase inductance between two banks is somewhat 
more difficult to calculate and must be derived from physical para- 
meters of the circuit. A reasonable approximation can be obtained 
by resolving the overhead and underground circuitry connecting the 
two banks into a simple rectangular configuration, as in Figures 
(1-1) and (1-2), pages 10 and 11. The inductance of this configura- 
tion can then be approximated by considering the opposite sides of 
the circuit as constituting a simple two wire circuit. The 60 hertz 
impedance of such a circuit can be found from the formula: 
X = X + X, 
a   d 
Where: 
X = the inductance of the circuit either per foot or per 
mile when the two conductors are spaced exactly 1 foot 
apart, and is a function only of a conductor type and 
size, ohms. 
X, = a correction factor which is either added on or sub- 
tracted to correct for the amount by which the actual 
distance is greater or less than 1 foot, ohms. 
Values of X and X, are both generally available for all 
types of conductors from tables in most transmission line refer- 
ence books. Once the impedance per unit distance has been 
determined for the two wire circuit, it can be used to determine 
the impedance of the short segment involved as part of the rec- 
tangular configuration. The impedances of all four sides are then 
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added together to get the total 60 hertz impedance of the loop. 
The inductance is then found by dividing the 60 hertz impedance by 
377. 
In analyzing transients of this nature, it is customary 
to ignore resistances as these would tend to make the results 
less conservative. 
Transients Occurring When Energizing a Capacitor Bank 
When a de-energized capacitor bank is connected to a 
circuit whose line-to-neutral voltage is at peak of the 60 hertz 
wave, the line-to-neutral voltage of the capacitor bank will 
oscillate around the peak system voltage at a frequency ranging 
up to about 1 kilohertz as in Figure (1-3), page 13. The peak 
line-to-neutral voltage on the capacitor bank will be approximate- 
ly twice the peak system phase-to-ground voltage. The frequency 
of oscillation is given by: 
f
 - W C1"3' 
Where: 
f = frequency in hertz. 
L ■ source inductance, henrys. 
C = capacitance of the capacitor bank, farads. 
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The peak current is given by: 
I max * v\/f—   ampere Q-4) 
Where: 
L and C = as above. 
V = system phase-to-neutral voltage, volts RMS. 
If another capacitor bank was previously connected to the 
bus, then the behavior of the transient will be somewhat differ- 
ent. A much higher frequency transient on the order of up to 
10 kHz will be superimposed upon the transient which results 
from the source impedance as in Figure (1-4), page 13. Initially, 
the voltages on the previously energized capacitor banks and the 
newly energized capacitor bank will oscillate about a voltage, 
V-, where: 
Where: 
C initial = total capacitance connected to bus before 
switching. 
C final = total capacitance connected to bus after switching. 
V = Peak phase to neutral voltage of bus. 
This level is the starting point for the source transient 
which will appear after the back-to-back transient has died away. 
Since the initial voltage on the combined capacitor banks is 
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higher in this case than in the previous case, the magnitude of 
the resulting oscillations will be reduced. The frequency of the 
back-to-back transient will be: 
f =    henrys (1-6) 
Where: 
L = the inductance between the two capacitor banks. 
C = the equivalent capacitance of the two capacitors in a 
series. 
The peak current is equal to: 
he 
I = V JT-~  amperes (1-7) 
Where: 
L and C are as above. 
V = the system phase-to-ground voltage, volts RMS. 
The frequency of the source transient will be the same 
as in the previous case. However, the current magnitude calculated 
in the previous case must be multiplied by the ratio of capacitance 
being energized to the total capacitance in the circuit. The 
effect, then, of a previously energized capacitor bank on the 
bus is to reduce the source transient and to add on a higher mag- 
nitude and higher frequency transient due to the back-to-back 
switching. 
15 
De-Energizing A Capacitor Bank 
Disconnecting a fully charged capacitor bank does not, 
in itself, generate a transient anywhere in the circuit, except 
across the contacts of the circuit breaker itself. Here, the 
transient recovery voltage will rise to a maximum value of 2 
per unit within one-half cycle after the switch opens, if the 
switch opened with peak voltage on the capacitor as in Figure 
Cl-5), Page 17. While a vacuum switch can withstand this recov- 
ery voltage with little difficulty, an oil circuit breaker cannot 
V 
tolerate this type of recovery voltage transient. 
The result would be that the arc in the circuit breaker 
would restrike before the recovery voltage had reached 2 per 
unit. This would essentially constitute a re-energization of 
the capacitor bank with what is normally termed a trapped charge 
on the bank. The normal energizing transient would ensue with the 
only difference being that the capacitor voltage would oscillate 
about the system voltage with a peak magnitude of 3 per unit 
instead of 2 per unit as in the previous case. At the point 
when the voltage on the capacitor reaches 3 per unit the current 
would cross zero and would again be extinguished. Another half 
cycle later the voltage difference across the contacts would be 
4 per unit, and a restrike at this point would give a peak voltage 
on the capacitor of 5 per unit. Figure Q.-6), page 17, illustrates 
this phenomenon. In theory this process could continue indefinitely; 
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however, voltages over 3 per unit are seldom experienced. The 
current magnitude in the worst case would be calculated from the 
formula: 
:peak = VN/T  amPeres C1"8) 
Where: 
C = the capacitance of the bank, farads. 
L = the source inductance, henrys. 
V = the instantaneous voltage between the capacitor bank 
and the bus at the time of restrike, volts. 
If a restrike occurs when another capacitor bank is 
still connected to the bus, the response is considerably more comp- 
licated. At the time of restrike the capacitors may be fully 
charged at opposite polarity. Therefore, the peak voltage across 
the contacts can reach twice the normal peak line-to-neutral 
voltage of the bus as in Figure (1-7), page 19. When the re- 
strike occurs the current transient will, therefore, have twice 
the magnitude of the ordinary back-to-back energizing transient, 
but will have the same frequency. However, restriking in the 
back-to-back situation does not produce overvoltages as great 
as restriking in the single energization case since the voltages 
will oscillate around a magnitude considerably less than the peak 
line-to-neutral voltage. Because of the restriking phenomenon, 
oil circuit breakers used for capacitor switching are normally 
supplied with pre-insertion resistors to absorb some of the 
18 
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energy. The effect of these devices will be discussed in a later 
chapter. Vacuum circuit breakers or vacuum switches are frequent- 
ly used in capacitor switching operations because of their high 
immunity to restrikes due to their high rate of dielectric 
recovery. 
Transients Due to Bus Faults 
When a fault occurs on a high voltage bus in the vicinity 
of a capacitor bank, the energy in the capacitor bank is dis- 
charged into the fault in considerably less time than it takes 
for the protective relay scheme to operate and circuit breakers 
isolate the bus. The voltage at the location of the capacitor 
bank will take the form of a decaying oscillation around zero volts 
as in Figure (1-8), page 21. The frequency and magnitude of the 
current transient are determined by the capacitance of the capaci- 
tor bank and the inductance of the bus between the capacitor bank 
and the location of the fault. These values are calculated in the 
same manner as for single bank energizing transients by assuming 
that all capacitors on the bus were energized simultaneously. 
This situation can be compounded considerably by restrik- 
ing in the fault.  If the fault occurs when the voltage on the 
bus is 1 per unit, the capacitor voltage will rapidly swing to 
-1 per unit. At this point the current transient crosses zero 
and the arc may be extinguished. The capacitor will then try to 
return to its original voltage and will swing over to +3 per unit. 
20 
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If the arc restrikes at this point, the bus voltage will then 
swing to -3 per unit, at which point it might again be extin- 
guished as the current reached zero. Then the capacitor voltage 
would swing back to +5 per unit in an effort to restore itself 
to its original voltage. This phenomenon is illustrated in 
Figure (1-9), page 21. While this procedure could theoretically 
proceed indefinitely as with restriking in circuit breakers, not 
more than 3 per unit voltage is likely to occur. This would 
lead to a peak transient current defined by the following 
equation: 
be 
I = 3V JjZ-       amperes (1-9) 
Where; 
L = inductance between the capacitor bank and the fault, 
henrys. 
C = the combined capacitance connected to the bus, farads. 
V = the system phase-to-ground voltage, volts RMS. 
Summary 
In all of the transients described above, the voltage 
and current are decaying oscillations at a specific frequency. 
While the voltage is frequently of interest from the insulation 
coordination standpoint, the induced surge problems are generally 
connected with the unusually high magnitude and high frequency 
currents which flow. These currents are easily coupled into 
other devices by reason of their high frequency and are quite 
hazardous because of their high magnitudes. While there are a 
22 
variety of mechanisms by which these surges are generated, they 
generally result from the process of energizing a capacitor bank 
which either has no charge or is charged to a potential other 
than the potential of the bus to which it is being connected. 
This process can take place either through normal energization 
of the capacitor bank by closing a switch, by restrikes during 
de-energization of the capacitor bank, or during a bus fault. 
While the precise behavior and magnitude of these transients is 
difficult to ascertain, the above method gives suitable approx- 
imations which are quite adequate for the purposes of analyzing 
coupling with other devices in the substation. 
23 
CHAPTER II 
COUPLING OF HIGH VOLTAGE AND HIGH CURRENT 
TRANSIENTS WITH SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT AND 
LOW VOLTAGE POWER AND CONTROL CIRCUITS 
The means by which a surge originating on the high 
voltage power circuit enters a particular piece of equipment 
is of prime importance in determining the best means to protect 
that equipment. If the source of the surge cannot be eliminated, 
it must be stopped somewhere along its path from the high voltage 
circuit to the damagable equipment if the surge is to be pre- 
vented from entering that equipment and causing damage. In 
order to apply protective measures effectively, the path or 
paths of the surge as well as their relative magnitudes must be 
known. This requires that the electric and magnetic circuits 
of both the high voltage circuit and the equipment to be pro- 
tected must be examined, suitably simplified, and qualitatively 
analyzed. 
The ways in which a capacitor switching surge can enter 
other substation equipment include:  (1) ground potential rise, 
(2) inductive and capacitive coupling with overhead wire, and 
(3) through instrument transformers such as current transformers, 
potential devices and linear couplers. These methods will be 
analyzed in the remainder of this chapter, and the appropriate 
equations and calculation methods will be developed. 
Ground Potential Rise 
Ground potential rise is defined as a substantial 
24 
difference in potential between two points in the system ground 
network as a result of high ground currents. This condition 
arises when the high surge current associated with capacitor 
bank switching flows into the station ground by way of the 
grounded neutral of the capacitor. 
The voltage across the ground mat depends both on its 
resistance and its reactance. Ground conductors are usually of 
large size and of low resistance, and at the frequencies involved 
with capacitor switching the reactance predominates. While the 
resistance of a substation ground mat is fairly easy to deter- 
mine, the reactance value is a much more elusive quantity, 
depending in part on the configuration of the overhead conduct- 
ors. 
The best way to determine the reactance of the ground 
mat is to measure the frequency and rate of decay of an actual 
switching transient. This will yield an accurate value for the 
total inductance of the system being switched, and inspection of 
the physical configuration of the circuit should provide a 
reasonable estimate of the fraction of the total inductance 
which is represented by the portion of the ground circuit under 
consideration. The peak ground potential can then be found as 
follows; 
Vgrd = v/2" y   ^grd     volts C2-1) 
Ltot 
Where; 
V = system line-to-ground voltage, volts RMS, 
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L  , = inductance of the ground mat, henrys. 
L   = total inductance of the system, henrys. 
The theoretical peak is not a function of the actual 
magnitude of the total inductance in the circuit, so that if 
the fraction of the total inductance that the ground circuit 
represents is known, then the total voltage is that same fraction 
of the system peak phase-to-neutral voltage regardless of the 
inductance. The total inductance will, however, affect the 
frequency and rate of decay, and is, therefore, significant 
in further calculations. 
A ground potential rise is coupled into physical equip- 
ment such as structures and fences by virtue of their being 
grounded at discrete points which have potential differences 
between them. A surge does not pose a significant threat to 
structures themselves, although it can burn fence fabric or 
joints on metal structures. However, it does pose a threat to 
low voltage circuits and personnel in close proximity to the 
structures. 
A man can be subjected to this surge by contacting two 
different points in the ground circuit. This can occur if one 
touches the structure which is grounded at a point remote from 
where one is standing. In an extreme case, a hazardous poten- 
tial gradient can exist across the earth upon which one is 
standing. A voltage gradient at the surface of the ground is 
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oriented in the direction of current flow in the ground grid, 
and the voltage per foot will be approximately the same as that 
in the ground conductor, through which the surge is flowing. 
If the voltage dropped over a particular length of ground con- 
ductor is known, the voltage-per-foot immediately follows. 
The effect of ground potential rise on low voltage 
circuits is somewhat more complex since it depends to a degree 
on the location of the grounds, if any, in the circuit. If 
the circuit is grounded in the control room, as in the case of 
a current circuit or AC power circuit, a potential can exist 
between the circuit and ground near the remote end of the cables. 
This voltage can appear at a number of places, such as, across 
the cable insulation, and across the insulation to ground of 
relay coils and contacts.  If the circuit is grounded at the 
remote end, as in the case of a potential circuit, the surge 
voltage appears across devices in the control room such as relays, 
switches, and indicating lights.  If a circuit has more than one 
ground it can become a part of the ground return circuit and 
large currents can flow in it. These currents will depend 
upon the impedance of the circuit and can also induce substan- 
tial voltages in adjacent circuits. 
If a cable circuit is not grounded, the voltage induced 
on it by ground potential rise results from the distributed 
capacitance to ground of the conductors. Therefore, potentials 
with respect to ground will exist at most points in the circuit 
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and will be of polarity determined by the location of the circuit 
with respect to the ground current flow. This voltage can occur 
across the cable insulation and control equipment at almost any 
point in the circuit, but will not generally be of a significant 
magnitude. 
Electromagnetic Induction 
Any transient current in a conductor gives rise to a 
magnetic field directed around the conductor according to the 
right-hand screw rule. This magnetic flux links other objects 
in the area unless they are perpendicular to the conductor. The 
voltage gradient in the device will be oriented in a direction 
parallel to the conductor containing the surge current the 
magnitude of the voltage gradient is equal to M di/dt, where M 
is the mutual inductance and i is the transient current. This 
voltage increases with frequency and current magnitude and 
decreases with an increase in angle to or distance from the 
conductor carrying the surge. 
If the low voltage cable or a structural member is 
oriented parallel to the bus conductor and is not short circuited 
from end to end, a transient current in the overhead conductor 
will induce a corresponding transient voltage longitudinally in 
the cable or structural member. In the case of the capacitor 
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switching transient, where the surge current is predominately 
oscillatory, the peak voltage can be described by: 
V   ■ 2ir £ I„ M volts (2-2) 
max        M 
Where: 
L, = peak current in the bus conductor, amperes. 
M = mutual inductance, henry. 
f = frequency of the surge current in the bus connector, 
hertz. 
If the structural member or cable is grounded at both 
ends, the peak current is calculated to be: 
Where: 
L = self-inductance of the structural member or cable plus 
the ground return circuit, henry. 
M = mutual inductance, henry. 
L- = peak current in the bus conductor, amperes. 
Thus, if a cable is grounded at one end, the voltage of 
equation (2-2) will appear between the opposite end of the cable 
and ground and across any device that is connected to the cable. 
It has been shown that capacitive coupling does not significantly 
affect this result . 
1. Westinghouse Electric Corp., A Study of Transient Voltages 
in Substation Relay and Control Circuits. A report prepared 
for Pennsylvania Power § Light Co. by Westinghouse Advanced 
Systems Technology (East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: 1975), 
III, p. 2. 
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The calculation of M can be simplified by considering 
the transient current in one conductor returning through an 
infinite ground plane at the depth of the station ground mat. 
Since the ground mat is not a perfectly conducting plane, it 
will have the same effect as a perfect plane located deeper in 
the earth. This will lead to slightly more pessimistic results 
and, therefore, slightly more conservative solutions.  It is also 
helpful to assume that the permability of the area between the 
conductor and the ground grid is the same as free space. This 
will also make the results slightly pessimistic. 
The formula for the mutual inductance between the two 
parallel wires is: 
m = K /d2 (-) dr henrys per foot (2-4) 
dl  r 
Where: 
K = y /2 u = 6.096 x 10"8 h/ft. 
o 
dl = the distance between the two conductors, feet. 
d2 = the distance between the control wire or structural 
member and the return path for the current in the bus 
conductor, feet, 
r = a constant of integration. 
If the ground mat is assumed to be a perfectly conducting 
plane, then the method of images applies. This means that the 
return conductor is located below the ground plane at a distance 
equal to the height of the conductor above the plane. This con- 
figuration is shown in Figure (2-1), page 31. 
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Integrating equation (2-4) yields the following result: 
[£> m = K Ln |^=-|= K Ln 
Where: 
CHI + H2)2 + x2 
(HI - H2)2 + x2 
h 
henrys/ft.  (2-5) 
H2 = distance from the ground mat to the control wire or 
structural member. 
HI = distance from the ground mat to the bus conductor. 
x = the horizontal displacement of the control wire or 
structural member with respect to the bus conductor. 
Note: All dimensions must be in the same units, which 
generally are feet. 
If the object material to the overhead bus has a length 
L in feet, the total mutual inductance is: 
M = m • L henrys. (2-6) 
If the object or conductor is not parallel to the bus, 
the equation becomes somewhat more complicated by the fact that 
the distance from the object to the bus conductor changes along 
the length of the object. If one end of the object is directly 
under the bus conductor, the mutual inductance can be expressed: 
M = K /Z1  /d2 (1/r) dr dz   henrys C2-7) 
o    dl 
d2 =   y/(Hl + H2)2 +  (Z tan e)2 
dl =   y(Hl - H2)2 +  (Z tan 0)2 
Zl «=    L Cos 9 
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Where: 
HI = the distance from the bus conductor to the ground mat. 
H2 = the distance from the control wire or structural member 
to ground mat. 
0 = the angle between the bus conductor and the control 
cable. 
L = the length of the control cable, 
r § Z are variables of integrations. 
Note: All dimensions must be in the same units which 
generally are feet. 
After integrating and simplifying, the complete equation 
is as follows: 
M = K L Cos 0 Ln (HI ■♦ H2)2 +   (L sin Q)2 
CHI  - H2)2 +   (L sin 0)2 
h 
+ HI + H2     .        -1 
-tuTT"   tan 
- HI  - H2 
L sin Q] 
+ H2j 
tan 0 tan 
HI 
HT?HI| X hen^s C2-8) 
All of the inverse tangent functions must be evaluated 
in terms of radians. 
As the angles are reduced to zero degrees, it can be 
seen that this equation reduces to the previous equation for 
parallel conductors. When the angle is increased to 90°, the 
entire expression is equal to zero, which would also be expected. 
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The preceding discussion is valid only when the control 
cable ends directly- underneath the bus conductor.  If the cable 
crosses under the surge conductor it must be considered in two 
sections, each ending directly under the conductor. The values 
of M calculated for each section must be added together to get 
the total value of M for this configuration. 
If the cable does not intersect the vertical plane of 
the bus conductors, M must be calculated by artificially extend- 
ing the conductor until it meets the plane of the bus conductor 
and calculating M for the extension and for the total of the 
extension and the conductor. M for the conductor is the differ- 
ence between the two. 
If a cable of several segments at different angles and 
distances from the bus in the value of M can be calculated as 
the sum of the values M of the individual segments. 
Electrostatic Coupling 
Any conductor or other metallic object located between an 
overhead bus conductor and the ground plane is coupled to the 
bus by means of capacitive coupling. This forms an ordinary 
capacitive voltage divider which will always be at a certain 
percent of the potential on the overhead bus. If the metallic 
object is a control cable, this voltage then appears across the 
insulation of the relay or other device at the end of the cable. 
However, if the cable is grounded at one end, then part 
of the capacitive circuit is essentially shorted out and the 
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capacitive effects are nullified. The problem would then become 
one of inductive coupling. However, if the cable is ungrounded 
at all points, the problem is one of capacitor coupling only, 
and there are no inductive effects involved. 
If the capacitance between the bus conductor and the 
control cable and the capacitance between the control cable and 
ground were both known, then the voltage on the cable could be 
readily calculated. However, while the capacitance of the cable 
to the ground plane is fairly easily calculated, the capacitance 
between the control cable and the bus conductor is very difficult 
to calculate in the presence of the ground plane. Therefore, it 
is simpler to use the following formula which gives the potential 
of any point in space due to a line charge in the vicinity of a 
conducting plane. The formula is: 
V = K.  /d2   -   dr  volts (2-9) 
1
  dl   r 
Where: 
dl = the distance from the point to the line charge. 
d2 = the distance from the point to the image of the line 
charge. 
Kl = Q   where Q is the change density in coulombs per 
2 ire 
o meter and e is the permitivity of free space. 
Ce equals 8.855 x 10*"  farads per meter.) 
dl and d2 must have the same dimensions, usually feet. 
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This equation is true as long as the separation distances 
are large with respect to the radii of the conductors. If the 
control conductor is parallel to the bus conductor, it would 
have the same potential at all points. Therefore, potential as 
calculated for one point will be valid for the entire conductor. 
The resulting physical arrangement is shown in Figure (2-1), 
page 31. 
Integrating the equation and making the appropriate 
substitutions we get: 
V = K2  Ln 
d2 
dl = K2  Ln 
CHI + H2)2 1- X2 
1/2 
per unit 
(HI - H2)2 + X2J   volts (2-10) 
Where: 
HI = the distance between the bus conductor and the ground 
plane. 
H2 = the distance between the control wire and the ground 
plane. 
X = the horizontal separation between the conductors. 
K2 = 1/(5.649 - Ln [ra] ). 
ra is in inches and all other dimensions are in feet. 
Note that the voltage is not a function either of the 
length of the control cable or of the frequency of the voltage 
on the bus conductor. 
If the control cable is not parallel to the bus conductor, 
the theoretical voltage on each point on the control cable should 
be different. Therefore, it is necessary to average the voltages 
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at all the points on the cable in order to get the actual voltage 
This involves integrating over the length of the cable and then 
dividing by the length. The following formula results: 
V = K  1/L  /L  /d2   (1/r) dr dZ volts      (2-11) 
0   dl 
d2 =yCHl + H2)2 +  (Z sin 6)2 
dl =y(Hl - H2)2 +  (Z sin e)2 
Where: 
HI = the distance from the bus conductor to the ground 
mat, feet. 
H2 = the distance from the control cable to the ground 
mat, feet. 
6 is the angle between the control cable and the bus 
conductor, units. 
L = the length of the control cable, feet, 
r § Z are variables of integration. 
Kj has the same value as K. in the calculation of parallel 
conductors, page 35 after equation 2-9. 
This equation assumes that one end of the control 
conductor is directly beneath the bus. After performing the 
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integration and simplifying the expression, the following 
equation results: 
V = K2 J Ln (HI + H2r + CL sin e)
Z 
(HI - H2)2 + (L sin 6)2_ 
+ HI +  H2 
L sin 0 tan 
-1 [~L sin el |_H1 + H2J 
- HI - H2     -1 ft sin el 
L sin 6  tan   [HI - H2J per unit volts (2-12) 
Note: K- has the same value here as K_ in the calculation 
for parallel conductors (see page 36 under equation 2-10). The 
inverse tangent terms in this equation must be evaluated in terms 
of radians. 
When the angle between the conductors is reduced to zero 
degrees, this equation is reduced to the same equation which was 
derived for parallel conductors. However, if the angle is 90 , 
the voltage does not go to zero as in the case of inductive 
coupling. 
The preceding discussion is valid only when the control 
cable ends directly underneath the bus conductor. If the control 
cable crosses under the bus conductor, it must be considered in 
two sections, each ending directly under the bus conductor. The 
voltage on the entire cable will then be the weighted average 
(weighted by lengths) of the values of induced voltage calculated 
for each section. 
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If a control cable of length L , at an angle to the 
bus does not intersect the vertical plane of the bus, the cal- 
culations can be made by artificially extending the control cable, 
a distance L  , until it intersects the plane of the bus. 
Values of induced voltage can then be easily calculated for both 
the total length (L  ) of the control cable including the ex- 
tension, (V  ), and for the extension only, (V +). Since the tut 6JvC 
voltage on the total length is equal to the weighted averages of 
the voltages on the sections, these quantities are related by 
the following formula: 
tot ~ ext  ext cab  cab (2-13) 
2Ltot 
Rearranging to get the voltage on the cable yields: 
cab     tot  tot ext   ext (2-14) 
cab 
When a single control cable consists of several segments 
at different angles to and distances from the bus conductor, the 
voltage on the cable will be the weighted average (weighted by 
length) of all the individual segments. 
Since the voltages induced by capacitive coupling are not 
sensitive to frequency, they exist under steady state conditions 
as well as transient conditions. However, since transient volt- 
ages can exceed two per unit on the bus conductor, capacitive 
coupling can be a greater problem during capacitor switching 
than otherwise. 
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These voltages do not usually affect grounded structures; 
however, they may affect personnel working on these structures. 
A particular example would be a man standing on an insulated 
ladder whose potential could be several kilovolts different 
from a nearby structure. 
Current Transformers and Linear Couplers 
Frequently, the current flowing to a capacitor bank 
during switching operation must pass through a circuit breaker 
or other device containing either current transformers or linear 
couplers or both. The linear couplers would normally be found 
in a bus differential circuit while the current transformers 
would appear in almost any kind of relaying or metering circuit. 
The current transformers commonly used in power circuit 
breakers are constructed with a donut shape core containing a 
toroidal winding which is inserted around the bushing of the 
current transformer either inside or outside of the device. 
The winding is usually evenly distributed around the core; hence, 
the usual notation, "distributed winding." CT's used on power 
circuits at the subtransmission level and above usually have a 
ratio of 600/5 or higher. Because of their construction, they 
have virtually no leakage reactance and consequently the series 
v 
impedance of the device is extremely small. Exciting impedances 
are fairly high at 60 hertz when the CT is not saturated. The 
voltage level at which the CT saturates is determined by its 
accuracy class. Typically, 10 amperes of leakage current will 
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begin to flow at a voltage level of 400 to 800 volts. The other 
devices in the current circuit are also designed with very low 
60 hertz impedances in order to minimize the voltage drop 
during fault conditions and thus avoid saturation. Saturation 
data is difficult to obtain on most of these devices; however, 
they can usually be expected to saturate at about the same level 
as the current transformer. An equivalent circuit of a typical 
current circuit is shown in Figure (2-3), page 42. 
During normal operation and during faults, the voltage is 
normally well below the saturation level of the CT as the current 
circuit is usually designed with this in mind. However, during 
capacitor switching, transient frequencies upwards of 10 kilohertz 
and currents upwards of 15,000 amperes are commonly encountered. 
In order to calculate the response of the circuit accurately 
under these conditions, it is necessary to have saturation curves 
and impedance data for the circuit devices at this frequency. 
However, this data is not generally available. Therefore, it 
is necessary to derive some sort of result from the known 60 
hertz characteristics of the circuit. Using the saturation curve 
for the current transformer and the other devices in the circuit, 
a 60 hertz impedance can be derived. A theoretical high frequency 
impedance can then be derived simply by multiplying by the ratio 
of the desired frequency over 60 hertz. This is a fictitious 
impedance which cannot actually be measured in the circuit, pri- 
marily because the current transformers and relays will be 
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saturated under this condition and, therefore, their apparent 
impedances will be considerably lower.  If the current transformer 
secondary voltage is examined through an oscilloscope, it will be 
seen that although its RMS value is quite low, it contains one 
positive and one negative spike each cycle. These spikes coincide 
with the point at which the flux in the current transformer passes 
through zero. See Figure (2-3), page 42. During this very brief 
fraction of a cycle, the CT is not saturated and the flux is 
passing from one polarity to another at a rate similar to that 
which would be experienced if the CT were not saturated at all. 
It can be seen, therefore, that the secondary voltage resulting 
from this rapid change in flux should be on the same order of 
magnitude as the voltage that would be calculated using the 
unsaturated impedances.  In actual cases, the voltages will be 
somewhat less than this magnitude; however, this will be the 
limiting magnitude above which the voltages cannot rise. The 
spikes will appear as a transverse voltage on the current cir- 
cuit, and this voltage will be dropped across a series of relay 
coils, meter movements and transducers which will each have a frac- 
tion of the voltage across them, thus somewhat mitigating the 
effects of the spikes. However, under certain conditions, these 
spikes can be translated into a phase-to-ground phenomenon. Since 
the current circuit itself is grounded, the full voltage of the 
spike will appear from the terminals of the first device in the 
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string to ground. The spikes can also be transmitted through a 
set of delta-connected auxiliary CT's into another circuit which 
can make tracing their origin somewhat more difficult. The amount 
of this coupling depends on the winding-to-winding capacitance 
of the CT. While this varies widely from one CT to another, it 
is usually high enough to cause a considerable amount of coupling. 
A linear coupler is essentially a current transformer 
having no saturable material in its core. Most linear couplers 
are rated 1000 amps/5 volts, or a transfer impedance of 5 milli- 
ohms. They have very low current carrying capability and are 
used in high impedance circuits. Their equivalent circuit is 
similar to that of a current transformer, but the output that 
is measured is the voltage drop across the exciting branch of 
the impedance. This voltage is naturally shifted nearly 90 
degrees from the input current making the device generally 
unsuitable for most relay applications.  It is, however, partic- 
ularly well suited to bus differential applications because it 
does not saturate and because it does not have to supply any 
current under normal conditions. The linear couplers for one 
phase are all connected in series such that the total of their 
voltages under normal conditions is zero.  If an internal fault 
on the bus should occur, the total series voltage would then be 
proportional to the current flow into the fault. 
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The relays used with linear couplers are very sensitive, 
and in order to prevent their misoperation, linear coupler cir- 
cuits are usually laid out so that the six conductors, two for 
each relay coil, are kept together at all times as they run 
through the yard in various cables thus preventing any trans- 
verse voltages from being induced in part of the circuit. A 
typical linear coupler circuit is shown in Figure (2-4), page 46. 
During capacitor switching, the transfer impedance of 
the linear coupler will increase to as much as one ohm or more, 
thus leading to very high secondary voltages on some of the 
linear couplers. If the capacitor is connected to an incoming 
line and another capacitor is connected to one of the other 
incoming lines, the second capacitor to be energized will give 
rise to a high current flowing in one line and out the other. 
This will impress high secondary voltages on the secondaries of 
the linear couplers on the two circuit breakers for each line. 
On the other hand, if the capacitor were attached directly to a 
bus, it would be equipped with its own set of linear couplers, 
and the high voltage would then occur across these couplers. 
Because of the way linear couplers are connected, that is serially 
from one breaker to the next, the conductor voltages are not 
always zero, even though they should sum up to zero at the end 
before the wires are connected to the relay. Depending 
on the way the conductors are laid out, the voltages resulting 
from capacitor switching can cause very high transverse 
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voltages at certain points in these cables. Also, because of 
inaccuracies in the linear couplers, a small percentage of error 
at these high voltage levels can give rise to enough voltage to 
operate the relay. As a matter of fact, linear coupler circuits 
have been notably troublesome at locations where capacitors are 
connected nearby. 
Potential Transformers and Potential Devices 
A wound type potential transformer is designed to 
reproduce its primary voltage faithfully under a wide variety 
of steady state and transient conditions, although its perform- 
ance is, of course, best at 60 hertz. For this reason, the 
maximum voltage that could be produced from the secondary during 
capacitor switching would be about two to three per unit on a 
120 volt phase, which corresponds to two to three per unit on 
the primary. This is not normally a problem for any relay or 
metering device. 
Coupling capacitor potential devices, on the other hand, 
are considerably more sensitive to frequency. They are based on 
the principle of a capacitive voltage divider, using a capacitor 
of about .01 microfarads at 69 KV with the potential tap taken 
off at a point about 5 KV above ground. This potential is then 
stepped down through a transformer and a power factor correcting 
network to the normal operating voltage of the circuit. Ideally, 
although the coupling capacitor would drop considerably in 
impedance at the higher frequencies encountered in capacitor 
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switching, the ratio would not change and, therefore, the input 
would be faithfully reproduced as desired. However, a problem 
arises when an inductive impedance is inserted between the base 
of the coupling capacitor and the station ground. There are two 
ways that this can occur. One impedance that exists in every 
case without exception is the impedance of the lead from the 
base of the potential device to the ground grid. Potential 
devices are commonly mounted on structures as much as 8 ft. or 
more in height, and at transient frequencies an 8 ft. long 
conductor constitutes a substantial impedance.  In addition, 
there may be more impedance between the base of the structure 
and the ground of the power capacitor. The inductance of the 
potential device ground can be easily approximated if the return 
path for the current can easily be identified. The path of the 
ground current from the potential device can be approximated by 
a vertical drop from the device to the ground mat and then a 
horizontal run from there to a point in the vicinity of the 
power capacitors. The inductance of the vertical drop can be 
calculated by assuming the return path to be the vertical rise 
to the base of the power capacitors. The standard equations 
for a parallel conductor circuit will give a reasonable approx- 
imation of the inductance. Similarly, the return path for the 
current in the ground mat will be the overhead wire, which can 
be approximated as another straight line from the potential 
device to the power capacitor. The inductance of this portion 
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of the circuit can then be calculated in the same way. Figure 
(2-5), page 50, illustrates this procedure. 
An additional source of inductance that sometimes appears 
in this circuit is the drain coil used with carrier current 
relaying. This coil is inserted between the base of the coupling 
capacitor and ground in order to prevent the power line carrier 
signal from being shorted out while still effectively grounding 
the device at 60 hertz. 
When the total inductance in the ground of the potential 
device is known, it can then be converted into an impedance at 
the frequency of the capacitor switching transient and the 
approximate voltage of the potential device can be determined. 
The effect will be approximately the same as a local ground 
potential rise in the vicinity of the potential device, as it 
will raise the potential of both phase and ground conductors in 
the cable going back to the control house. Voltages induced by 
this method could theoretically approach the bus voltage; however, 
surge protectors and spill gaps in the potential device usually 
limit the voltage to a somewhat lower value. 
Summary 
While there are many paths by which surges generated by 
capacitor switching can enter substation equipment in a given 
case, many can be ruled out by inspection. For example, if 
there are no current transformers located in the circuit between 
two back-to-back capacitors, or between the capacitor and the 
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source, then this method need not be considered. Whatever 
coupling paths are possible in a particular substation should 
be analyzed carefully to see if they are, in fact, potential 
sources of trouble. Once the magnitudes of the currents and 
voltages are known, then the next step is to determine whether 
or not these voltages will damage any equipment in the station. 
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CHAPTER III 
EFFECTS OF CAPACITOR SWITCHING TRANSIENTS 
A capacitor switching transient is propagated at a wide 
range of magnitudes to nearly every component of the substation. 
Its effect at any point in the circuit will depend on its magnitude 
at that point, the insulation level or surge withstand capability 
of that component, and the prevailing electrical conditions in 
the substation at that moment. The seriousness of these effects 
is determined by the end result of the transient. These results 
fall into several different categories; namely, damage to equipment, 
misoperation of equipment, which includes both failures to operate 
and undesired operations, and injury to personnel.  In addition 
to the cost of repairs, both temporary and permanent damage to 
equipment can result in loss of service to customers, loss of local 
or remote control of substation devices, loss of local or remote 
metering at substations, or loss of communications. The most 
probable effects of misoperations are loss of service to customers 
and additional damage to unprotected devices. The extent of 
human exposure can vary from mild discomfort to a serious injury. 
In the following paragraphs, the effects of surges on various cate- 
gories of substation equipment are considered in greater detail. 
Circuit Breakers 
The problem that is encountered with circuit breakers 
when switching large capacitor banks does not arise from the in- 
rush currents which occur when energizing a bank, but rather from 
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the high transient recovery voltages which occur across the contacts 
when de-energizing a capacitor bank. When a circuit breaker inter- 
rupts the current to a large capacitor bank, the interruption 
usually takes place at or near the time that the current passes 
through zero. Since this current zero coincides with a voltage 
peak (due to the 90 phase shift), this means that full peak phase- 
to-ground voltage will be left on the capacitor bank. One-half 
cycle or a little over 8 milliseconds later, the bus voltage will 
reach a peak of the opposite polarity. The voltage across the 
breaker contacts is then 2 per unit based on the normal peak phase- 
to-ground voltage of the system. The interruptors in many power 
circuit breakers are simply unable to seal against a recovery 
voltage of this magnitude. Therefore, a succession of restrikes 
may follow. This causes the thermal capability of the interruptors 
to be exceeded, and damage to, or total destruction of, the circuit 
breaker may result. 
Vacuum interrupting devices are frequently used for 
capacitor switching because they are virtually restrike-free and 
are, therefore, immune to this type of damage; however, vacuum 
switches are somewhat limited in their fault interrupting capability. 
Therefore, oil circuit breakers are sometimes required for the 
needed fault protection. Unfortunately, oil circuit breakers are 
highly susceptible to restrikes because of their low rate of di- 
electric recovery. In these cases, it is necessary to use a circuit 
breaker which is equipped with pre-insertion resistors. These 
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resistors are usually rated approximately 400 ohms and are inserted 
in the circuit for several milliseconds after the main contacts of 
the circuit breaker part. This permits the trapped charge on the 
capacitor to drain away well before the bus voltage reaches a peak 
of the opposite polarity, thereby preventing restriking. 
Personnel 
The effects of an electric current on the human body 
depend on the magnitude, frequency, and duration of the current. 
Table (3-1), page 55, lists the effects of different frequency 
electric currents on men and women. The current affects the body 
in two different ways. The first effect is related to the in- 
voluntary contraction of muscle tissue due to electric current 
passing through it. The second effect which begins to occur at 
higher current levels is the inflicting of thermal burns at the 
points where the current enters and leaves the body. 
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TABLE 3-1 
THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT ON HUMANS1 
CURRENT IN MILLIAMPERES 
Effect 
1. No sensation on hand 
2. Slight tingling. Per- 
ception threshold 
3. Shock — not painful 
and muscular control 
not lost 
4. Painful shock -- 
painful but muscular 
control not lost 
5. Painful shock — 
let-go threshold 
6. Painful and severe 
shock, muscular con- 
tractions, breathing 
difficult 
7. Possible ventricular 
fibrillation from 
short shocks: 
a) Shock duration 
0.03 sec. 
b) Shock duration 
3.0 sec. 
Direct 
Current 
Men Women 
1   0.6 
60 Cycle 
RMS 
Men Women 
0.4   0.3 
62  41    9 
90  60   23 15 
10,000 
Cycles 
RMS 
Men Women 
5.2 3.5  1.1   0.7   12 
9   6    1.8   1.2   17   11 
55   37 
76  51   16.0  10.5   75   50 
94   63 
1300 1300 1000  1000   1100 1100 
500 500  100   100    500  500 
1. IEEE Working Group on Electrostatic Effects of Transmission 
Lines, "Electrostatic Effects of Overhead Transmission Lines", 
IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems, 91 (March/ 
April, 1972), p. 424. 
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When high magnitude currents flow through the chest area, 
fibrillation (rapid contractions of the heart muscle) and inter- 
ruption of breathing can occur and can, of course, be fatal. 
However, the lower levels of current can also pose hazards. Even 
a very mild shock can startle a human and cause him to fall and 
sustain injury, to drop a heavy piece of equipment on himself or 
someone else, or to strike some solid object in a sudden, jerky 
movement. One may even come in contact with an energized conductor. 
At the very least, a perceptible electric shock is certain to be 
annoying. 
Relay and Control Circuits and Equipment 
The effects of surges on relay and control equipment 
can be divided into two general categories: damage to equipment 
and misoperation of relay equipment without physical damage. 
Misoperations can be further subdivided into failures to trip 
and undesired trips. All of these carry with them the additional 
risk of loss of load to customers and possible overloading of 
power circuits. 
The components of a relay and control system which are 
most vulnerable to damage from switching surges are the solid 
state components such as transistors, diodes, and integrated 
circuits being used in modern relay and control data acquisition 
equipment. Frequently fuses and protective circuits such as the 
"crowbar circuit" are used to forestall damage to these components. 
This limits the damage to the blowing of a fuse and the possible 
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replacement of components of the crowbar circuit. Since capacitor 
banks are frequently switched on a daily basis, the frequent oper- 
ation of these protective devices could constitute a significant 
maintenance problem as well as lead to undesired operations or 
failures to operate. Solid state components in all parts of the 
control circuit are vulnerable to damage by surges, but those 
associated with the current circuits and with the potential cir- 
cuits supplied from coupling capacitors are the most susceptible. 
Conventional electromechanical components are also susceptible 
to damage, but to a lesser degree. Repetitive overvoltages may 
eventually result in pitting of contacts which are across during 
the surges and can result in misoperations due to contact 
resistance. Another source of trouble is carbonization of in- 
sulation in relays and terminal blocks and polyethelene or PVC 
cable insulation resulting from repetitive breakdowns due to 
surges. This process ultimately results in the short circuiting 
of the particular circuit involved. 
There are a number of ways in which misoperations can 
result from switching surges without physical damage to any of 
the control equipment. Bus differential circuits are particularly 
susceptible to undesired trips since they function on the principle 
that the total current flowing into a mode or bus should be zero 
under normal conditions. Anything that causes an apparent un- 
balance in the current transformer or linear coupler secondary 
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circuits will cause the relays to operate. Such an unbalance could 
be caused by a breakdown on the secondary of one of the current 
transformers or linear couplers, by distortion of the current 
wave due to saturation of a current transformer, or by slight 
inaccuracies in linear coupler ratios which are aggravated by the 
abnormally high secondary voltages. 
Other types of relays may experience undesired operations 
during switching surges. Undesired trip signals can be generated 
within solid state relays in numerous ways although SCR controlled 
output circuits are particularly susceptible. Directional distance 
relays may operate when a breakdown in a potential device secondary 
appears as a low impedance fault. Any type of relay will be sus- 
ceptible to operations caused by flashover of the relay contacts. 
Failures to trip caused by capacitor switching surges are 
somewhat less common because such a condition pre-supposes the 
existance of a fault in the immediate vicinity --a relatively rare 
occurrence. However, a fault near to a capacitor bank can cause the 
very surge which may prevent proper clearing. Breakdowns in 
instrument transformer secondaries as well as within solid state 
relay systems would be the most common causes of failure in this 
case. 
In order to achieve some measure of uniformity among 
manufacturers with respect to the ability of their equipment to 
withstand switching surges, an IEEE Working Group has published a 
guide for surge withstand capability (SWC) tests of relay and 
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control equipment which has been adopted as a standard of the 
2 
American National Standards Institute.  This guide defines the 
standard SWC test wave to which all relay and control equipment and 
systems would be subjected. The test is considered successful if 
no erroneous outputs occur, no component failures occur, and there 
is no significant change in calibration. The wave to be used is 
defined as having a frequency range of 1.0 MHz to 1.5 MHz. The 
peak voltage of the first half cycle must be in the range of 2.5 
to 3.0 KV. The envelope of the wave should decay to 50% of the 
crest value of the first peak in not less than 6 microseconds from 
the start of the wave. Figure 3-1, page 60, shows the typical 
wave. The wave will be applied to the test specimen at a repetitive 
rate of not less than 50 tests per second for a period of not less 
than 2 seconds. The surge generator used to produce the test wave 
shall have an impedance of 150 ohms. Since most relay and control 
equipment is now being designed to this test, the standard SWC 
surge can be thought of as the worst condition which the relay and 
control equipment should be expected to tolerate.  If a more severe 
surge is allowed to occur on the control system, then damage or 
misoperation become significant possibilities. 
Communication Circuits 
Communication circuits involved with a power substation 
are used for remote control, data acquisition, protective relaying, 
2. American National Standards Institute, Guide for Surge 
Withstand Capability CSWC) Tests, ANSI C37.90a-1974. 
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2.5-3.0  _ 
Peak >_ 50% of 
First Peak 
Voltage 
KV Time 
-2.5-3.0 
Peak >_ 
50% of 
First Peak 
Frequency = 1.0-1.5 MHz 
to ^ 6 cycles 
Fig. 3-1 Standard Surge Withstand Capability Test Wave Shape 
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and voice communications. The communications media involved are 
microwave, power line carrier, and audio tone. The types of damage 
that occur in communication circuits are essentially the same 
types of damage that were described above for control circuits. 
However, communication circuits are more susceptible to misopera- 
tions due to noise on the communication channel than ordinary 
relay and control circuits. This is particularly true in the 
case of audio tone communication since the capacitor switching 
transient frequencies are in the same range as the communication 
frequencies. The switching surge can easily cause false opera- 
tions by introducing a false signal into the circuit or by 
overpowering the receiver circuit. They also can introduce 
failures to operate by masking a signal or causing squelch 
operation. In addition to the fundamental frequency of oscilla- 
tion of the power capacitor circuit, higher frequencies in the 
MHz range are frequently generated by traveling waves oscillat- 
ing at the characteristic frequencies of cables in the circuits. 
This can introduce problems into some of the higher frequency 
communications media such as power line carrier. 
An audio tone circuit possesses an additional unique 
hazard in that it is remotely grounded at the telephone central 
office which may be many miles away; therefore, local rises in 
ground potential can cause hazardous voltage differences between 
the communications equipment and ground leading to breakdowns 
of the equipment as well as a personnel hazard. 
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Power Circuit Equipment 
The high magnitude currents generated by capacitor 
switching are usually of no significance to the power system 
itself. However, overvoltages in the range of 2 to 3 per unit 
are high enough to cause breakdown of insulation.  If the sub- 
station insulation is properly coordinated, a lightning arrester 
or protective gap should operate before any insulation failures 
occur. The protective gap must then be cleared by circuit breaker 
operation. An arrester, on the other hand, is designed to be 
self-extinguishing. However, repeated restrikes in the arrester 
gap due to a rapid succession of capacitively generated over- 
voltages can exceed the thermal capability of the arrester, 
possibly resulting in a catastrophic failure of the device. 
Such a failure could prove to be violent and pose a hazard to 
operating personnel as well as other equipment in the station. 
If the substation insulation is properly coordinated, these 
overvoltages should not pose a threat to any other devices in 
the station. 
Summary 
There are a wide variety of ways in which capacitor 
switching surges can affect the power substation. All of these 
effects do not apply to any one substation. In analyzing a 
particular installation, the types of problems to which that 
installation is susceptible must be determined before possible 
protective measures can be properly evaluated. While it is not 
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possible to deal specifically with each individual type of failure, 
the general problem areas have been covered in the above discussion 
in order to steer the investigator toward the specifics of his 
particular case. 
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CHAPTER IV 
REDUCING THE SEVERITY OF CAPACITOR SWITCHING TRANSIENTS 
There is no known way to eliminate capacitor switching 
transients completely. However, the severity of these surges 
can be reduced. If a detailed analysis shows that a transient 
which has been reduced no longer poses any kind of a threat to 
the system, then no further protective measures would be required. 
However, some of the surge reduction techniques available are 
only effective under certain conditions, and if circumstances 
may still occur which could give rise to damaging transients, 
then additional protective measures would be required and the 
surge reduction techniques themselves might not be worthwhile 
to consider. In any case, a detailed analysis is required in 
order to obtain an optimized solution. 
The magnitude and frequency of the switching surge can 
be reduced by inserting an impedance into the circuit in series 
with the capacitor bank being energized. The impedance may be 
an inductance, a resistance, or a combination of the two; and 
it may be inserted by connecting a discrete impedance into the 
circuit or by changing the circuit configuration at the substa- 
tion through appropriate switching moves to increase the circuit 
impedance. Details of these methods are outlined below. 
Addition of Inductive Reactance 
The magnitude and frequency of the capacitor switching 
transient are both proportional to 1/vT, where L is the series 
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inductance of the circuit and resistance is neglected. In the 
case of single bank switching, this inductance is the inductance 
between the capacitor bank and the voltage source or generating 
station, and in the case of back-to-back switching, it is the 
inductance between the two capacitor banks. If the initial 
inductance in the circuit is known, then the effect of additional 
inductance can be easily- computed. 
Such an inductor would necessarily be an air core device 
in order to avoid saturation effects. The required inductance of 
the device would be determined by the particular circuit configura- 
tion of the substation. The design would be similar, if not 
identical, to the design of a typical power line wave trap used in 
carrier relaying applications. However, the inductances of the 
wave traps range from .265 to 1.59 mh. Unfortunately, this amount 
of inductance is too small to be effective in most surge reduction 
problems. 
The single phase source inductance of a 69 KV substation 
is typically in the range of 5 to 15 millihenries. The addition 
of a 1.59 millihenry inductor would achieve a reduction of 5 to 
13% in frequency and magnitude of the energizing transient. A 
series inductor would be much more effective against a back-to- 
back energizing transient since the series inductance can be less 
than 0.1 millihenry for a 50 foot section of bus. The addition of 
a 1.59 millihenry inductor in this case would result in a reduction 
of 94% in magnitude and frequency of the back-to-back energizing 
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transient. For two 15 MVAR banks, the resulting transient would 
be 2900 amperes peak at 1.8 kHz. 
There are several ways in which an inductor could be 
installed. If space limitations permitted, one inductor could be 
installed in each phase conductor between the capacitor and the 
bus. This would require some type of an insulated support. 
Alternatively, an inductor could be installed in each phase between 
the capacitors and the neutral connection of the wye. The base of 
the inductor would then be at ground potential and would not have 
to be insulated. If phase currents were of no concern and only 
ground currents were a problem, a single inductor could be in- 
stalled in the ground connection of the bank. In any of these 
applications, the size of the inductor is likely to be a problem 
when choosing a location for it. Typical dimensions would range 
upwards from those of a power line wave trap which are approximately 
2 to 4 feet in diameter and 3 to 6 feet long. 
Insulation of this inductor can also be a problem since 
the peak voltage across the device will approach the peak line to 
neutral voltage of the system. If the inductor is installed in 
the neutral of the capacitor bank either above or below the wye 
connection, it will cause the neutral terminals of the capacitor 
bank to be raised above ground by this same amount of voltage. 
This, in turn, may require additional insulation in the lower 
rack of the capacitor bank. 
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While theoretically quite effective, the technique of 
inserting inductances into the circuit has some major drawbacks. 
One of these is that the inductor will increase the time constant 
of the circuit, thereby prolonging the transient. This could be 
significant, particularly in the case of a human contact. The 
size of the device also presents a problem since air core inductors 
of this size and insulation level are not readily available and 
would, therefore, be expensive. A typical 1.59 millihenry carrier 
wave trap is priced at about $3,200.00. Prices for the inductors 
would range upwards from this value. The size also presents a 
problem in locating the device since space in power substations 
is frequently limited. 
The major advantage of this technique is that the 
inductor presents virtually no impedance at 60 cycles and can, 
therefore, be left in the circuit. This means that it would be 
effective against all transients that may occur. 
Insertion of Resistance in the Circuits 
The frequency and magnitude of a capacitor switching 
transient are related to the series resistance in the circuit by 
the following equations: 
tm
*rjir - J-     Hz c4-i) 
W = v/ Vc1 - r-       AmPeres C4~2) 
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Where: 
L = total series inductance in the circuit in henries. 
C = total equivalent series capacitance in the circuit in 
farads. 
R <= series resistance in the circuit in ohms. 
V = peak phase to ground voltage of the bus in volts. 
The additional resistance also has the effect of 
decreasing the circuit time constant thus causing the oscillations 
2 
to decay much more rapidly. When R = 4L/C, the circuit is said 
to be critically damped, and the current can be calculated from 
the following equation: 
!. yt e U *! amperes (4-3) 
Where: 
V, L, and R are the same as in formula (4-2), page 67, as 
shown above. 
2 
If R >4L/C, then the circuit is said to be overdamped, 
and the current is calculated from the following equation: 
* 
=
 2Lb"   e v'*""*'■*" - e ^"■^"■f"  [ amperes (4-4) 
a = R/2L 
Where: 
V, L, R, and C are the same as in equation (4-2), page 67, 
as shown above. 
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-e  t 
b = h2 
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1 
LC 
The resistor has the disadvantage that it cannot be left 
in the circuit at all times, but can only be connected momentarily 
during switching. One way to accomplish this is to place the 
resistor in the ground connection of the wye. If the capacitor 
is operating normally, there should be no significant current 
flowing through the neutral. However, if one individual capacitor 
fuse blows, some unbalanced current will flow in the neutral. Over- 
current relaying is usually provided to disconnect the capacitor 
bank in the event of excessive unbalanced currents, and this relay 
setting should be carefully coordinated with the size of the 
neutral resistor. The neutral resistor has a disadvantage in that 
it does not suppress phase current transients. If these are a 
problem, then some other protective means must be applied. The 
most common method of inserting resistance into the capacitor 
switching circuit is by the use of preinsertion resistors on the 
circuit breaker. While these resistors are required on oil circuit 
breakers in order to control transient recovery voltages when 
opening, they are not generally available on vacuum switching 
devices since these switches have no problem with recovery voltage 
transients. When the circuit breaker is being closed, the pre- 
insertion resistor is connected into the circuit for several 
milliseconds before the main contacts of the breaker are closed. 
This divides the energizing transient into two parts, the first 
occurring when the resistor is inserted, and the second occurring 
when the main contacts close. If the resistor is very small the 
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initial transient will be large, and the transient associated with 
closing the main contacts will be small. If the resistor is very 
large then the initial transient will be small, and the transient 
occurring when the main contacts are closed will be large. The 
voltages and currents occurring in each situation must be analyzed 
in order to minimize both transients. In the practical case, the 
physical size of the resistor is determined in part by the thermal 
capacity of the resistor and the amount of space available in 
the circuit breaker. For this reason resistors are usually con- 
siderably larger than the optimum size which would be calculated. 
Typical pre-insertion resistance values are of the order of 400 ohms. 
The ideal value would be of the order of about 0.3 (X ) of the 
capacitor bank at 60 Hz. It should be noted that in the second 
step of closing when the resistor is shorted out of the circuit, 
the frequency of the resulting transient is the same as the undamped 
frequency. However, the current is, of course, reduced consider- 
ably. 
The precise effect of a pre-insertion resistor in reducing 
the magnitude of capacitor bank inrush currents is determined by 
the timing of the circuit breaker as well as the size of the resis- 
tor. The peak current while the resistor is in the circuit will be: 
W = Vpeak/R   aD5,eres C4"5D 
Where: 
V 
peak «= peak system phase to ground voltage, volts. 
R <= resistance of pre-insertion resistor, ohms. 
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The magnitude of the second transient, which occurs when 
the resistance is shorted out by the main contacts, is determined 
by the voltage across the resistor at that moment. This voltage 
varies with time and ranges from zero to about 1.0 per unit volts. 
This means that the current transient ranges from zero to the 
unsuppressed value of current which would occur without the re- 
sistor. This renders the pre-insertion resistor technique un- 
reliable for suppression of capacitor inrush transients unless 
the timing of the circuit breaker can be accurately controlled. 
Effect of Power System Configuration 
The magnitude and the frequency of the undamped 
capacitor switching transient are determined by the impedance of 
the power system and the size of the capacitor bank. In the 
single capacitor energizing transient the impedance between the 
capacitor bank and the source is the determining factor, whereas 
in the back-to-back switching transient the impedance between the 
two capacitor banks is the determining factor. There are several 
ways that the system impedance can be used to good advantage in 
controlling capacitor switching transient. 
When energizing a single capacitor bank from a strong 
bus it would be desirable to increase the impedance between the 
capacitor and the source as much as possible.  If the bus can be 
sectionalized by opening a circuit breaker this could easily 
double the impedance between the capacitor and source, because 
only half of the power lines running from the substation to the 
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source are connected to the bus section associated with the 
capacitor bank. See Figure (4-1), page 73.  If each of the bus 
sections supplied a common low voltage bus through an individual 
transformer bank, then this sectionalizing could be utilized 
without decreasing the reliability or capacity of the station 
significantly and the busses could be reconnected at any time 
when necessary.  If system conditions do not permit the bus to 
be sectionalized at all times, then the bus sectionalizing circuit 
breaker could be temporarily opened while the capacitor bank was 
being energized. However, the additional maintenance which would 
be required on the bus sectionalizing circuit breaker might not 
be acceptable. Fortunately, most capacitor banks are located on 
weak busses and, therefore, do not pose a serious problem when 
energized independently. 
In back-to-back switching the transients would be 
minimized if the two capacitor banks could be located at opposite 
ends of a long bus, thus utilizing the impedance of the bus for 
damping. An even greater improvement could be achieved by 
sectionalizing the bus as in the previous case. In many cases, 
if the system planner is aware of the problem associated with 
back-to-back switching he can avoid the problem by locating 
capacitor banks at different substations electrically remote 
from each other. Only a few miles of line will bring the back- 
to-back switching transient to within the same range as the 
single bank energizing transient. 
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Circuit Breaker 
*- To Capacitor Bank 
^ To Line #1 
To Line #2 
Bus Sectionalizing 
Circuit Breaker 
To Line #3 
To Line #4 
Fig. 4-1 Single Line Diagram Showing Location of Bus 
Sectionalizing Circuit Breaker 
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summary 
Generally, the addition of impedance into the power 
circuit, with the exception of the standard preinsertion resistor, 
is the most expensive and complex method of handling the capacitor 
switching surge problem. The expense and complication will, of 
course, increase with the amount of suppression desired. However, 
in many cases a minimal amount of suppression on power circuits 
is adequate if other means are effective in preventing surges from 
entering substation equipment.  In that case, the only reason that 
suppression would be required on the power circuit is to keep the 
transients within the capability of the switching device itself. 
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CHAPTER V 
REDUCING COUPLING OF CAPACITOR SWITCHING 
SURGES WITH SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT 
Although capacitor switching surges cannot be entirely 
eliminated from the power system, there are several ways to 
significantly reduce or eliminate coupling of transients with low 
voltage circuits and equipment. This approach to solving the 
problem has several significant advantages over the techniques 
previously described for reducing the magnitude of switching 
transients on the power system. Most methods for reducing coupling 
between the power system and low voltage equipment are simpler, 
more economical, and more effective than efforts to eliminate 
switching surges from the power system. In addition, these 
methods of decoupling will also protect the low voltage equipment 
against surges from other sources such as switching of lines, 
busses and transformers, and from lightning strokes. 
There are several quite different techniques applicable 
to the various methods of coupling discussed in Chapter II. These 
will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 
Reducing Ground Potential Rise 
Ground potential rise is usually not a problem in single 
bank switching because the differences in ground potential are 
distributed over a large area between the capacitor bank and one 
or more remotely located substations. However, difficulties have 
been known to occur with incoming communication lines which are 
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grounded at the telephone company central office some distance 
away. Potential differences of several thousand volts could occur 
between the incoming communication line and the substation ground 
during capacitor switching. To control this problem, isolating 
or neutralizing transformers may be used. The isolating trans- 
former is simply a one-to-one transformer with the windings 
separated by high voltage insulation. A neutralizing transformer 
is slightly more complex as it contains several windings, each of 
which is in series with one wire of the incoming communication 
circuit. The design of the transformer is such that the differ- 
ence in ground potentials is distributed across the windings 
leaving the substation side of the transformer at approximately 
the potential of the substation ground. Either type of trans- 
former is nearly 100% effective in eliminating coupling between 
communication circuits and ground potential rises. Since ground 
faults within the substation will cause ground potential rises 
on the same order of magnitude as capacitor switching, these 
protective transformers are customarily installed on communication 
circuits in all high voltage substations regardless of the presence 
of large capacitor banks. 
When capacitor banks are switched back-to-back within 
the substation, the local ground potential rises can be consider- 
ably more severe. The peak voltage difference between the neutrals 
of two adjacent capacitor banks can reach 50% of the peak line-to- 
neutral voltage and can occur between two points as little as 50 
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feet apart. In order to eliminate these severe differences in 
ground potential, it is necessary to prevent the back-to-back 
switching current from flowing through the station ground mat. 
This can be accomplished by grounding all of the capacitor banks 
in the substation at one common point. Neutral currents can then 
flow from one bank to another without entering the station ground 
mat. The only current that will flow into the ground mat through 
the common ground point for the banks is the single bank ener- 
gizing transient. This means that the ground potential rise 
resulting from back-to-back switching is no worse than the rise 
encountered in single bank switching. 
Single point neutral grounding is easily accomplished 
by connecting the neutrals of the several capacitor banks to the 
common ground point with insulated cables. Material and labor 
for a typical installation using two potheads and 75 feet of 15 KV 
underground cable, would cost approximately $500.00. 
With single point neutral grounding the peak voltage 
between the two capacitor bank neutrals is still approximately 
one-half of the system peak phase to neutral voltage. Depending 
on the location of the single point ground, the peak voltage from 
the capacitor bank neutral to the station ground mat in the 
vicinity of the capacitor bank may also approach one-half of the 
system peak phase to neutral voltage. This must be taken into 
account when selecting the insulation for the neutral of the 
capacitor bank and for any current transformers which may be 
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located in the capacitor bank neutral. Alternately, the neutral 
current transformer could be located at the single point ground. 
The high voltage from the capacitor bank neutral ground must also 
be taken into account when personnel are working in the area. If 
the capacitor itself is to be worked on, then the neutral should 
be solidly connected to the station ground mats with portable 
grounds. Otherwise, the area around the capacitor bank should 
be roped or fenced off. 
Reduction of Inductive and Capacitive Coupling 
Between Bus Conductors and LOW voltage cables 
Coupling between high voltage and low voltage conductors 
can be reduced either by shielding the low voltage conductor is by 
installing low voltage cables with integral metallic shields. The 
shield must be grounded at both ends for maximum effectiveness. 
This technique has been shown to reduce capacitive coupling by 
100% and inductive coupling by 90-97%.  Shielded cables of the 
type used in substation control circuits typically cost approx- 
imately 40-60% more than ordinary cables. This is equivalent to 
an additional 10-20$ per foot. If an existing cable must be dug 
up, scrapped, and replaced with shielded cable, then the installed 
cost of the shielded cable would be about $10 per foot. As an 
alternative to shielded cables an existing cable can be partially 
1. Westinghouse Electric Corp., A Study of Transient Voltages in 
Substation Relay and Control Circuits. A report prepared for 
Pennsylvania Power d Light Co. by Westinghouse Advanced Systems 
Technology (East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: 1975), III, p. 10A. 
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shielded by grounding the spare conductors in the cable at both 
ends. Grounding one conductor at both ends should reduce the 
capacitive coupling by approximately 86% and inductive coupling 
by 83%. Grounding two conductors in the cable would reduce cap- 
2 
acitor coupling by 96% and inductive coupling by 92%.  The 
additional improvement gained by grounding a third conductor is 
relatively insignificant. In some cases, a cable with an integral 
shield can be used to good advantage in protecting an adjacent 
unshielded cable. Reductions of up to 86% in capacitive couplings 
and up to 85% in inductive couplings have been achieved through 
this technique. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the magnitude of induced 
voltage on a control cable is a function of the horizontal and 
vertical distances between the high voltage and low voltage con- 
ductors, as well as the angle between them.  In a typical case, 
where the high voltage conductor is 40 feet above the ground mat 
and a low voltage conductor is located directly under it and 18 
inches above the ground mat, a 67% reduction in capacitively and 
inductively coupled voltages can be achieved by simply lowering 
the low voltage conductor to 6 inches above the ground mat. For 
the same original case, a 60% reduction can be achieved by moving 
the control cable 50 feet horizontally from a point directly under 
the bus. As long as the control cable is parallel to the high 
2. Ibid., Ill, p. 10B 
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voltage cable, a change in configuration will affect both induc- 
tive and capacitive coupling in the same proportion. However, 
when the angle between the conductors is changed, the effect on 
inductive coupling is greater than on capacitor coupling. In the 
example given, if the low voltage conductor is rotated to a 45 
angle with the bus, and one end of the low voltage conductor is 
directly under the bus, the capacitive coupling will be reduced 
by 40% and the inductive coupling by 58%.  If the angle is 
increased to 90 , the capacitive coupling is reduced by 52%, but 
the inductive coupling is reduced by 100%. 
The geometrical configuration of the control cables in 
a substation is, of course, quite difficult to change after the 
substation is in service. Therefore, these factors should be 
taken into account when the control cable configuration is first 
designed. 
Electrically Isolated Instrument Transformers 
A number of systems are presently being developed to 
provide complete electrical isolation between the power system 
and the low voltage instrument circuits. These devices would 
consist of a voltage or current sensing device, a modulator or 
encoder, a communications channel, and a demodulator or decoder. 
The communication channel would be either a light pipe or a radio 
channel. The information could be transmitted by frequency modu- 
lation or any of a variety of pulse code modulation schemes. 
Assuming that the present trend toward dedicated substation 
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computers continues, the information could be left in digital 
form and transmitted directly to the station computer without 
being decoded first. Since these systems are presently in the 
developmental stages, no specific information as to costs or 
final configuration is available. However, it is doubtful if 
the expense of one of these systems could be justified for 
protection against capacitor switching transient alone.  In 
most cases, substations now being proposed for 1000 to 1500 KV 
will require devices of this type to handle line and bus switching 
surges, and in these cases the capacitor switching surge pro- 
tection would be an added benefit. While not presently available, 
it is expected that the isolation scheme will be commercially 
available in two to three years. 
The main advantage of the decoupling techniques 
described is that they all produce impressive reductions in induced 
voltages, and with one exception, are very simple and inexpensive. 
It is also significant that most of the sources of coupling between 
high voltage and low voltage circuits can be covered by one of 
these inexpensive means. In general, decoupling seems to hold 
more promise than efforts to achieve substantial reduction in 
the magnitudes of the actual switching surges. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DEVICES FOR SUPPRESSING SURGES ON LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUITS 
In order to function properly, a surge suppression 
device must have a negligible effect on the circuit during normal 
conditions but act quickly to short out or block out surges when 
they occur on the circuit. A device would typically be connected 
from the circuit conductor to ground and would appear as an open 
circuit at normal circuit voltage levels. When a surge occurs 
on the circuit, the device would have to conduct the surge current 
away from the protected equipment without permitting excessive 
voltages to exist on the conductor. After the surge has passed, 
the device should return to its initial state to permit the cir- 
cuit to continue normal operation. There are literally hundreds 
of devices presently on the market which accomplish this function 
in varying degrees, but they can all be classified into a few 
general categories. 
The simplest method of protection is a simple spark gap 
or spill gap which is adjusted to arc over at a voltage less than 
the surge withstand capability of the equipment to be protected. 
The most commonly used types of spark gaps are carbon blocks, 
sphere gaps and point gaps. Gaps have an advantage in their 
simplicity and also in their relatively high current carry cap- 
ability. However, they have a serious disadvantage in that when 
they operate they create a considerable amount of electrical noise 
over a broad frequency spectrum. This has been known to create 
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serious problems, particularly in communications and other low level 
circuits. Protective gaps also lack the ability to interrupt and 
seal against large magnitudes of short circuit current and, there- 
fore, cannot be used on circuits with high short circuit capability. 
They are currently used on telephone systems associated with pilot 
wire relaying. 
In the past 10 to 15 years, a much more sophisticated 
family of solid state devices has evolved. These include zener 
diodes, varistors, and a multitude of related devices which are 
sold under numerous trade names. These devices present a very high 
resistance under normal conditions, but break down at a certain 
voltage level to become very good conductors. Some of the devices 
are designed such that the resistance of the device goes down as 
the current goes up. These devices usually have the ability to 
reseal against normal circuit voltages but do not have the ability 
to carry high magnitudes of surge current. When overstressed, they 
may short out permanently, causing the circuit to be disabled. 
These devices are sometimes installed in critical circuits with 
the intention of permitting the protective device to be destroyed 
in order to protect the circuit. 
Another class of devices known as surge arresters combines 
the best features of spark gaps and solid state devices. One or 
more spark gaps in series is included in the device to withstand 
normal circuit voltage. These gaps are frequently of a very 
sophisticated design to cause breakdown to occur consistently at 
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the desired level of voltage and to facilitate extinguishing of 
the arc after the surge has passed. A block of solid state 
material placed in series with the spark gap has a resistance 
which varies in magnitude with the voltage and current.  It pre- 
sents a high resistance to system short circuit currents while 
presenting a low resistance to surge currents in order to limit 
the voltage magnitude after the surge has passed. The high resis- 
tance aids in the extinguishing of the arc in the gap. These 
devices are fairly precise and have high current capabilities. 
They are fast acting and fairly reliable, and at the same time are 
quite reasonably priced. They are available in a number of ratings, 
as well as many different mounting configurations. While they do 
not keep voltages as low as a simple spark gap, they will limit 
voltages to an acceptable level. 
Small capacitors are frequently used to protect low level 
circuits against surges. These capacitors will present a relatively 
high impedance to DC or 60 cycle currents while presenting a low 
impedance to high frequency surge currents. On DC circuits fairly 
large capacitors can be used. Values from 1 to 10 microfarads 
would be quite acceptable. On 60 hertz circuits smaller values 
would be required in order to block the 60 hertz current. This 
will, of course, result in reduced effectiveness against surges in 
the frequency ranges encountered in capacitor switching. However, 
capacitors would be effective against the current transformer 
secondary spikes discussed in the previous chapter, as well as 
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against noise frequency generated by arcs in the control circuits. 
The capacitor will introduce a slight time delay or phase shift 
into a control circuit; however, in the type of circuits found in 
power substations, this delay would not be significant. The delay 
might be significant, however, in high frequency communication 
circuits or digital data links. 
The capacitors described in the previous paragraphs 
actually constitute an extremely elementary filter. This design 
can be elaborated upon by adding inductance to the filter. The 
best location for this inductance would be between the capacitor 
and the device being protected. The value of inductance chosen 
would be small enough to offer little impedance to the normal 
circuit functions while offering a high impedance to the expected 
transient frequencies. This additional inductance would aggravate 
the delays introduced by the capacitor, but should not cause a 
serious problem to the ordinary substation circuits. Much more 
complex filters than this could also be produced; however, the 
added benefit is not worth the added expense in design costs and 
equipment costs. 
There is another type of device now available to protect 
sensitive equipment from surges. Its function is more like that 
of the decoupling technique, but since it is generally applied to 
an individual piece of equipment rather than to an entire circuit, 
it will be discussed here. These devices are generally known as 
optical couplers and consist of a photo transistor or photo diode 
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and a light-emitting diode in a single case. A current applied to 
the terminals of the light-emitting diode will cause the photo 
diode to turn on, thus permitting current to flow on the isolated 
side of the circuit. These devices are suitable only for DC cir- 
cuits and can withstand only a few hundred volts difference between 
the input terminals and output terminals. While they are not 
effective against high magnitude surges, they do an excellent 
job of preventing extraneous noise from entering the circuit. 
The principal disadvantage of all of these techniques 
lies in their effect on system security and reliability. Adequate 
protection usually dictates the use of a multitude of devices in 
various locations in the circuit, and failure of any one of these 
devices could cause a permanent disruption of the circuit, a 
serious problem in an unattended power substation. They are most 
effective when placed right at the point of entry of the surges 
into the low voltage circuit. However, this point is not always 
known or there may be multiple points of entrance. This makes 
successful application of surge suppression devices somewhat more 
difficult. There are certain places, however, where their appli- 
cation is fairly straightforward. Spill gaps are frequently found 
in potential device and current transformer secondaries where the 
available short circuit current is relatively low and where the 
source of the surges is known. Arresters are frequently found in 
the same locations. Zeners and thyristors are applied more 
frequently in power supplies to prevent transients on the low 
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voltage distribution circuits from reaching sensitive equipment. 
Capacitors are most often found on DC control circuits where they 
can be sized large enough to be of value. Filters are most often 
used in communication circuits where all frequencies except the 
desired one can be tuned out. Optical couplers are particularly 
valuable for circuit breaker and tap changer position indication 
circuits where the position of a contact out in the switchyard must 
be relayed to the control circuit. 
Surge suppression devices in general have the advantage 
of being inexpensive and can be added onto a circuit at any time 
without major modifications when the need arises. 
The methods by which capacitor switching surges are 
coupled into low voltage circuits are usually easily identifiable 
and easily decoupled when found. Therefore, the application of 
surge suppression devices for the protection against capacitor 
switching transients is relatively limited and is frequently used 
as a near stop gap measure until more permanent corrective action 
can be taken. 
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CHAPTER VII 
LOCK HAVEN SUBSTATION - A CASE HISTORY 
Lock Haven is a 66-12 KV substation with a separate 
66 KV switchyard located some 500 feet away. A single line diagram 
of the complete station is shown in Figure (7-1), page 89. The 
66 KV switchyard is laid out in a ring bus arrangement with term- 
inations for five incoming 66 KV lines. Taps are taken off of 
the Sunbury and Lycoming No. 2 66 KV Lines to the 66-12 KV trans- 
formers in the substation. Two capacitor banks are also located 
in the switchyard. Capacitor Bank No. 1 is a 15 MVAR three phase 
grounded wye bank connected to the Renovo Line through a circuit 
breaker. Capacitor Bank No. 2 is a 16.2 MVAR three phase grounded 
wye bank connected to the Sunbury Line through a vacuum switch 
and a set of fuses. Capacitor Bank No. 1 oil circuit breaker is 
equipped with 400 ohm pre-insertion resistors; however, the 
Capacitor Bank No. 2 vacuum switch has no resistors. The control 
house for both the substation and the switchyard is located at the 
switchyard. The substation includes two 66-12 KV transformers, each 
connected to the 12 KV bus through an oil circuit breaker. The bus 
includes a sectionalizing oil circuit breaker which is normally 
closed. The transformers are connected delta-wye and are rated 
15/20/25 MVA, 0A/F0A/F0A with an impedance of 7% on a 15 MVA base. 
The relaying on the Renovo Line is time and instantaneous over- 
current relaying using the sum of the currents in breakers D arid 
Al. Relaying on the Sunbury Line uses distance relays. 
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Currents in breakers C and D are summed up along with low side 
currents from transformer No. 1, which are added into the circuit 
by means of a set of delta connected auxiliary current transformers 
of the appropriate ratio. Both capacitor banks are equipped with 
an automatic voltage control which switches the banks on and off as 
needed automatically. The substation can be remotely controlled by 
means of a digital supervisory control and data acquisition unit 
(referred to as a SCADA set). This device can trip and close any 
circuit breaker in the station and can monitor any current or volt- 
age. 
Shortly after the installation of the SCADA set, it was 
discovered that the set had a higher than normal failure rate. The 
capacitor switching process was immediately suspect; therefore, a 
set of tests was conducted to determine the extent of the problem. 
High voltages with respect to ground were discovered occurring 
on the secondary circuit of the current transformers in the 12 KV 
circuit breaker for transformer No. 1. These voltages were most 
severe when Capacitor Bank No. 2 vacuum switch was closed while 
Capacitor Bank No. 1 was already energized. Peak voltage to 
ground under this condition was in the neighborhood of 10,000 volts. 
To prevent further damage to the SCADA set the connections between 
it and the current transformer secondary circuit were removed. 
Arcing to ground then began occurring at several points on the 
current circuit during back-to-back capacitor switching. Since no 
obvious damage was resulting from this action, the current circuit 
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was left in this condition. Arcs were also observed occurring 
out in the switchyard particularly on and around the fence which 
runs past the two capacitor banks and fairly close to them. Arcs 
were also seen jumping from the neutral of the capacitor bank to 
the structure nearby. Because of the possible danger to a person 
in the substation, it was decided not to operate the two banks in 
parallel, as this seemed to be the only condition that caused the 
serious arcing. At this point, a detailed investigation into the 
source and a possible prevention of these transients was begun. 
The first step in the investigation was to try to 
determine the physical parameters in the circuit and the character- 
istics of the surge to be expected when energizing the Capacitor 
Bank No. 2 with Capacitor Bank No. 1 already in service. To get 
the inductance of the circuit, the bus work between the two capacitor 
banks and the ground mat beneath them was approximated by a simple 
rectangular arrangement as in Figures (1-1) and (1-2), pages 10 and 
11. The inductance was determined by considering each opposing 
pair of sides to be a portion of an infinitely long two wire cir- 
cuit. The impedance of such a circuit can be calculated as: 
X = X, + X   ohms per mile (7-1) 
Where: 
X = the impedance at 60 cycles and 1 ft. spacing, ohms 
per mile 
X, = a corrective factor for the amount that the spacing is 
greater or less than 1 ft., ohms per mile 
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Using a conductor diameter of approximately 1/2", X 3- 
was found to equal 0.5 ohms per mile at 60 hertz. X, for the 
40 ft. side was equal to .497 ohms per conductor mile, and X, for 
the 30 ft. and 52 ft. sides was equal to .448 ohms per conductor 
mile. Converting these numbers to Henries and substituting the 
distance involved, yields approximately 118 microhenries for the 
inductance of the circuit. The capacitance of Capacitor Banks 1 
and 2 are 9.15 and 9.82 microfarads, respectively. The backup 
impedance of the bus to a single phase fault was found to be 4.4 
ohms of resistance and 29 millihenries of inductance. The sum of 
the resistances of the conductors between the two capacitor banks 
has a value of .045 ohms. The capacitance of the two capacitors 
in series is equal to 4.74 microfarads. The frequency of the 
energizing transient back-to-back energization is found by sub- 
stitution in the formula: 
F=
 2FF7LC   hertZ C7"2) 
Where: 
L = inductance of the loop connecting the two capacitor 
banks, henries 
C = capacitance of the two capacitor banks in series, farads 
This yielded a back-to-back frequency of approximately 
6700 hertz. 
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The peak magnitude of the current is defined as: 
IT I peak = V peak  / r-   Amperes (7-3) 
Where: 
V peak = peak phase to neutral bus voltage, volts. 
L and C are the same as in equation (7-2), above. 
A peak current of 11,200 amperes was calculated. After 
this initial transient dies away, the two banks have approximately 
the same voltages which will be about half of the initial voltage 
on the energized bank. However, there is still a considerably 
slower transient oscillation which ultimately brings the two 
capacitor banks up to the bus voltage. 
The magnitude of this transient can be found using the 
same formulas as in the previous case, but the inductance value is 
the inductance back to the source, or 29 millihenries. The frequency 
calculated in this case was only 215 hertz. The peak current was 
calculated using the difference between the peak bus voltage and 
the voltage left on the capacitors after the end of the first 
transient or approximately half of peak bus voltage. The peak 
current was approximately 720 amperes. Clearly the second trans- 
ient is of little consequence and the back-to-back switching 
transient is causing the problems. 
For purposes of analysis, the problems were divided into 
two general areas: first, induced currents and "voltages on physical 
structures in the yard, and second, induced transients in the 
current and control circuits. A closer examination of relationship 
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between the fence and the ground grid revealed that the fence par- 
alleled the path of current through the ground grid from one 
capacitor to the other.  In fact, the circuit distance by way of 
the fence was approximately the same as the circuit distance by 
way of the ground mat. Therefore, a significant amount of the 
ground current flowing between the two capacitor neutrals would be 
expected to flow through the fence. In order to keep the capacitor 
neutral current from flowing through the ground grid during back-to- 
back switching, it was decided to install a single point neutral 
ground for the two banks. A 4/0, 15 KV aluminum cable was connected 
from each neutral to a point in the ground grid located approximately 
mid-way between the two banks, and the original connections between 
the capacitor neutrals and the structure ground were removed after 
this change was made. Switching of Capacitor Bank 2 with Capacitor 
Bank 1 in service resulted in a peak current of approximately 400- 
500 amperes in the single point ground connection. Visual observa- 
tions indicated that arcing on the fence and structures was nearly 
eliminated. Some arcing persisted on the fence and this is 
attributed to mutual coupling with the capacitor neutral connections. 
This problem, while difficult to eliminate, would not give rise to 
hazardous voltage levels between the fence and ground. Although 
back-to-back current was no longer flowing in the station ground, 
it was still flowing through the phase conductors and this led to 
the second part of the problem. Nearly all of this current flowed 
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through circuit breaker D. A schematic diagram of the current 
transformer secondary circuit for this circuit breaker is shown in 
Figure 7-2, page 96. The ratio of the current transformers in this 
circuit breaker is 400:5; therefore, the theoretical secondary 
current would be about 150 amperes, at 12,000 amperes primary. 
The burden on this current transformer secondary circuit adds up 
to about 4 ohms at 60 hertz or about 467 ohms at 7 kilohertz. This 
would lead to a theoretical maximum peak voltage on the current 
transformer secondary of 70,000 volts. This voltage, of course, 
could not be reached in practice because of various losses in the 
circuit and because an arc would occur at a much lower voltage to 
limit the voltage peak. However, it was clear that high voltage 
spikes could easily be generated on this current transformer 
secondary circuit. The difficulties, however, had not been 
experienced on this circuit but rather on the current circuit 
for the 12 KV transformer No. 1 circuit breaker. Further invest- 
igation revealed that there was a tie between the two circuits in 
that a set of delta connected auxiliary current transformers in the 
transformer 12 KV breaker current circuit was tied in to this 66 KV 
breaker current circuit in order to supply the transformer component 
of the Sunbury Line current for the Sunbury Line relays. These 
auxiliary current transformers were tied in at the beginning of 
the Sunbury current circuit where the potential would be expected 
to be the highest. The voltage was then capacitively coupled through 
the auxiliary current transformers and into the transformer breakers 
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circuit, flowing first to the ammeter switch then to the cable 
leading to the SCADA set.  In order to ascertain if this was the 
case, secondary surge protectors were connected to the current 
transformer secondaries at breaker D and measurements were taken 
of the voltage to ground on the 66 KV current circuit at the breaker 
as well as on the 12 KV current circuit before and after surge 
protectors were applied. Peak voltage to ground before the surge 
protectors were measured at several thousand volts (oscilloscope 
off-scale). After applying the surge protectors the maximum 
voltage found was reduced to approximately 100 volts. 
Another alternative considered was the use of damping 
resistors on the vacuum switch. However, no pre-insertion type 
resistors are available from the manufacturer for this switch and 
the only way to apply such resistors would be to install a second 
switch. This method would clearly be considerably more costly 
than the other two methods; therefore, it was decided to apply 
these other methods first to see if they would be successful and 
not to pursue the pre-insertion resistor theory unless the less 
expensive measures proved unsuccessful. Another possible solution 
would be to always switch Capacitor Bank No. 2 on line first and 
then switch Capacitor Bank No. 1. The 400 ohm pre"insertion resis- 
tor in the Capacitor Bank No. 1 oil circuit breaker would reduce the 
initial peak surge current to about 4600 amperes versus the 12,000 
amperes previously experienced. However, the magnitude of surge 
which occurs when the resistor is switched out by the main contacts 
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depends to a considerable degree on the timing of the circuit. A 
difference of 4 milliseconds in the timing can change the surge 
magnitude from zero to the same peak experienced without the 
resistor. 
This experience serves to illustrate the method by which 
problems of this sort can be approached and also shows that they 
can be solved successfully and fairly inexpensively. The total 
cost for the modifications at Lock Haven is estimated to be $5,000. 
It is significant also to note that exact values for the parameters 
involved in this study were not needed. The approximations used 
gave values which were accurate enough to indicate whether or not 
a problem existed, whether or not corrective measures were re- 
quired, and how effective the particular corrective measures 
might be. The results also showed that the rectangular approxima- 
tion of the back-to-back circuit was reasonably accurate since the 
back-to-back frequency was within 10% of the calculated value and 
was not changed by the addition of the single point ground. The 
inductance calculated by this method was about 20% lower than the 
value determined experimentally. This was due to increased flux 
linkages resulting from the presence of structural steel within 
the current loop, irregularities in the physical configuration 
of the circuit, and inductance within the capacitor bank structure. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
PROBLEM SOLUTION S CONCLUSIONS 
The installation of large wye-grounded shunt capacitor 
banks at power substations introduces a variety of potential switch- 
ing surge problems resulting from high magnitude, high frequency 
capacitor inrush currents. In order to ensure satisfactory opera- 
tion of the equipment in the substation, the design engineer must 
anticipate these problems and specify the protective measures, if 
any, required to minimize the problems.  In most cases there are 
several mechanisms by which capacitor switching surges can be 
generated and coupled into substation equipment and control circuits. 
There are also a large number of possible undesirable effects. In 
such cases, there would also be a large number of possible solutions 
and the optimum solution for the substation will probably involve 
a combination of protective measures. 
Guidelines for Problem Solution 
The multiplicity of causes and effects dictates that an 
organized approach be followed in determining the ideal protection 
package for a given substation. This approach would apply equally 
well to the new installation and to the existing installation where 
unanticipated problems have occurred. 
The first step in analyzing any capacitor installation is 
to determine the magnitude and frequency of the transients for 
energizing and de-energizing the capacitor bank as well as for 
nearby line or bus faults according to the methods outlined in 
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Chapter I. When these quantities are known, they should be 
compared with the specified capabilities of the device or devices 
used to switch the capacitor bank. The transient recovery voltage 
is usually the limiting factor for the switching device. Since 
oil circuit breakers have particularly low transient recovery 
voltage capability, a large amount of surge suppression is required. 
Pre-insertion resistors are almost universally used for this purpose 
because they are inexpensive, effective and easy to install inside 
the tank of the circuit breaker. The size of the resistor is 
usually specified by the manufacturer of the circuit breaker in 
order to best fit the capabilities of this device. Much less surge 
suppression is required for vacuum switches because they can easily 
handle inrush currents in the neighborhood of 20,000 amperes and 
have little difficulty with transient recovery voltage. A small 
series reactor of less than 0.1 millihenries is sometimes used 
where transient magnitudes are severe. Pre-insertion resistors are 
also sometimes applied where transient voltages might otherwise 
exceed the rating of other devices in the substation. It is 
generally not practical or economical to apply any more surge 
protection on the primary system than is required for the pro- 
tection and proper operation of the switching device and other 
primary equipment. 
If primary transient reduction techniques are found 
necessary, then the transient current magnitude and frequencies 
must be recalculated to include the effects of these primary 
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devices. It must be remembered when making these calculations that 
a pre-insertion resistor will not reduce the transient current 
magnitudes due to nearby faults or to switching of other capacitor 
banks in the vicinity. It is also recommended that all possible 
future additions or changes to the substation which might increase 
the magnitude of the switching transients be considered in this 
analysis. 
After the magnitude and frequencies of the switching 
transients have been determined, all of the possible mechanisms by 
which these transients may be coupled into substation equipment and 
low voltage circuits must be identified. The magnitudes of the 
coupled voltages can then be calculated and the effect of decoupling 
techniques determined. Control cable shielding techniques will gen- 
erally give significant reductions in coupling at very low expense. 
It is recommended that all new control cables being installed in 
the vicinity of a high voltage capacitor bank be shielded cable 
with the shield solidly grounded at both ends of the cable and 
at intermediate points if practical. If unshielded cables already 
exist in that area, then grounding of two unused conductors in 
each of these cables is advisable. It is sometimes practical 
to add a new shielded cable to the unshielded cables already 
existing in order to make spare conductors in the existing cables 
available for shielding and to take advantage of the shielding 
effect of the new cable. If cables are adequately shielded, 
their location with respect to the bus work is of little con- 
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sequence. However, where a choice exists it is suggested that 
cables be located as far from the bus as possible and that they 
cross under the bus at right angles when possible. When capacitor 
banks are connected back-to-back, the single point neutral grounding 
method is a decoupling technique which is almost universally applic- 
able.  It is almost 100% effective in keeping back-to-back switching 
surge currents out of the station ground mat at relatively low ex- 
pense. Future expansion possibilities for the substation should 
not be overlooked, however, when selecting the location for the 
single point ground. One other decoupling method which is almost 
universally applied is the use of insulating or neutralizing 
transformers on incoming communications circuits to overcome the 
effect of ground potential rise. The decoupling techniques de- 
scribed here are also effective against most other types of surges 
and are, therefore, frequently required in high voltage substations 
even when no capacitors are present. 
Once the magnitudes of the coupled voltages have been 
established, the effect of these voltages on present and future 
substation equipment can be determined. This usually has little 
effect on the application of decoupling techniques since their low 
cost and high effectiveness make them almost universally applicable. 
The analysis of the effects of the coupled surges is most useful 
in determining the need for additional protective devices to 
protect against voltages not eliminated or sufficiently reduced 
by decoupling techniques. Protective devices are particularly 
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applicable on incoming potential device, current transformer, and 
linear coupler secondary circuits. Potential devices are usually- 
supplied complete with spark gaps or arresters; however, some type 
of external protection must frequently be added to current trans- 
former and linear coupler circuits to prevent damage or misoperation. 
With the exception of these cases, protective devices are usually 
applied as a "last resort" measure when all attempts at decoupling 
have failed. Their undesirability stems from the need to install 
one device on each incoming conductor in order to obtain complete 
coverage and from the adverse effects on system security and 
reliability in the event of failure of the device. 
Conclusions 
All large capacitor banks are capable of generating 
potentially dangerous switching transients. While single bank 
energization transients are limited by source impedance, back-to- 
back transients and transients due to nearby short circuits are not. 
Back-to-back transients gain more attention because they are often 
generated by daily switching. Transients generated by short circuits 
occur much less frequently, but they are potentially more trouble- 
some than any other type because they are only limited by the 
impedance between the capacitor and the location of the fault with 
approaches zero at the capacitor terminals. This type of transient 
is not suppressed by pre-insertion devices or modified switching 
arrangements and can be reduced only partially by series inductors. 
An additional consideration is that transient induced misoperations 
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of relay and control equipment can have more serious consequences 
during a fault than at any other time. 
When considering protective measures for a capacitor 
installation it should always be assumed that high frequency, high 
magnitude surges will occur regardless of the presence of pre-inser- 
tion resistors and high source impedance. Exact surge magnitudes 
for a given fault location can be determined by the rectangular 
approximation method given in Chapter I, page 11. Tests showed 
the results obtained by this method to be accurate within 10 to 20%. 
The assumption that surges will occur dictates the use 
of certain techniques for all capacitor installations. Specifically 
the following measures will be effective. 
(1) The use of shielded cables with the shields grounded 
at both ends will reduce induced transient magnitudes to a safe 
level at both ends of the cable. 
(2) Surge arresters connected to the secondary of all 
current transformers and potential devices which can be subject 
to capacitor switching transients will prevent dangerous surge 
magnitudes on these circuits. 
(3) Surge suppression capacitors on linear coupler relays 
prevent misoperation of these relays due to high frequency trans- 
ients . 
C4) The use of isolating or neutralizing transformers 
on all incoming communication circuits will minimize problems due 
to local ground potential rise. 
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(5) Single point neutral grounding for all back-to-back 
capacitor installations will prevent excessive ground current flow. 
These measures are all fairly inexpensive to implement, 
particularly if they can be incorporated in the original design of 
a station, and they will prevent capacitor switching transient 
problems in most cases.  In isolated cases where control circuit 
problems persist, surge arresters on the control circuit will 
effectively eliminate them. 
In unusual cases where the recommended techniques do not 
eliminate all surge problems, the analytical techniques described 
should provide sufficient information to reach the optimum engineer- 
ing solution. 
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